Real Estate Marketing
Redefined

PREPARATION GUIDE

What To Do Before The Shoot

Ensure the property is photo ready as it is not The Luxury
Level’s responsibility to stage or clean. “Photo Ready”
means the following:
☐ Replace all things broken that are noticeable in
a photo or video. Such as; lights, blinds, glass,
blemishes (wall, carpet, furniture, etc.).
☐ Declutter all rooms being shot. Less is more with real
estate photography, no one wants to see a beanie
baby collection!
☐ Make sure landscaping is on-point. Coordinate to
have the gardener/pool cleaner come the day of or
before the shoot.
☐ Clean the house or hire a cleaning company to come
in and really make the place shine.
☐ Put your for sale sign up after our shoot, not before.
☐ Make sure to book us NOT on the day the trash
is being picked up. Book during street sweeping
instead!
Tell us if there are any view shots or particular subjects
that would require a different lens than our standard
wide-angle lens.
What To Do During The Shoot
☐ Turn on all the lights. If a twilight shoot is happening,
make sure the exterior lighting is in working order
(especially the pool lights!).
☐ Be prepared to move furniture and/or large objects if
they need to be cleared for a shot.
☐ Make sure either you, an assistant, or the homeowner is present to help with any issues. Or give us
lockbox information ahead of time.
☐ Inform us of any amenities that need to be captured
(such as; gym, pool, lobby, etc.). Or any other key
shots that are important to you.
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What To Do After The Shoot
If you ordered a property website, make sure we have
the following details:
☐ Headshot(s) of you or your team
☐ Property description
☐ List price, number of bedrooms and bathrooms, lot
and property square footage
☐ What domain name you want us to buy
☐ Your personal logo and/or company logo
Give us the email(s) of the person/people who need access to
the content we create for you and please pay your invoice if
you haven’t done so already.

